
INTRODUCING OUR NEW CR + CRFV
Plug-in Upright display cabinets with ventilated refrigeration 

Coolers and Freezers
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We offer a wide range of models for displaying beverages, dairy products, meat, frozen food, and ice cream. Available in

three different lengths (1D, 2D, 3D), giving endless possible configurations.

What makes NEW CR + CRFV ideal for you?
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Powerful & sustainable

The refrigeration system is a jewel of
high-tech and sustainability: hi-efficiency
hermetic compressors, electronic fan
motors, and maintenance-free
condensers for optimal cooling
performance, an automatic defrosting
system for perfect display, and a digital
controller for quick setup with minimal
temperature differentiations in the cabinet.

High-quality cooling technology

Ecological refrigerants and parts, such as
natural refrigerant R290 (hydrocarbon)
and insulation CFC-HCFC free, protect
the environment by reducing
maintenance intervals. Electronically
controlled fans and compressors reduce
energy consumption and help ensure a
constant product temperature.

Sustainability
EMD - For even lower energy consumption,
the smart fridge realizes that its doors have
been open for more than 3 hours and turn
off the lights by itself, and the cooling goes
into energy-saving mode. Everything
returns to the basic settings when someone
opens the door
Compressors: 20% lower consumption,  IQ
Fan motors: 35% lower consumption, LED
lighting: 50% less consumption,

Energy saving
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Large facing, high capacity01

03

Designed to maximize display space,
allowing for the best presentation of
goods.

Black line

Black exterior and interior colors
follow the latest trends.

Plug in ready

CR/CRFV cabinets allow for quick
and easy installation through their
plug-in technology.



Basic 
Equipment

Hi efficiency  compressors

EBD Electronic fan motοrs

Digital controller – thermometer

EMD – Saving energy mode ''CR models''

Automatic defrost system

Adjustable shelves 

Price tags

Internal LED lights

Antidazzle glass doors

Regulators

Castors

Self-closing doors

Easily removable metal grid

Air-cooled maintenance-free condensers

Internal body from non toxic pre-painted steel sheet
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Optional
Equipment

Branding

Possibility of customization with a huge range of color

applications on the door profiles, front grid, and sides
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Remote Controller

The temperature of the device is available on the user's mobile

device through the app or email. Additionally, the user has access

to the temperature history of the device through this app and can

export reports to PDF or CSV (Excel).
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Specification

Technical features

CR CRFV
Installation plug-in plug-in

Climate class CC2/K2 4L1

Temperature +2/+7°C

Refrigerant R290 R290

Refrigeration Ventilated Ventilated

Compressor Hi efficiency Hi efficiency

Defrost Auto Auto

Opening system Self closing doors

Lighting LED LED

-14/-24°C

Length

Height 206 (cm)

Depth 77 (cm) 77 (cm)

206(cm)

1d 2d 3d 1d 2d 3d

Energy Efficiency D D

Self closing doors



plug-in ready

great product display -
ideal for shops

energy saving 

low maintenance

Save money due to
reduced energy and
maintenance costs.





contact@crystal.gr
 

info@crystal.gr
 

www.crystal.gr
 

+30 2341064639

Contact us to learn more

Experience our World of 
Cooling


